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Asymptotic independence under weak convergcnco of sequences of bivariatc ran- 
dom vectors is studied via the behavior of a certain class of bivariate cdf iterands 
that includes the extreme value iterand and a certam maximm Iterand. 1 ,‘a7 
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1, INTRODUCTION 
Sequences {G,, 1 = {A’“‘(G) ] of univariate cdf‘s, here called “cdf 
iterations,” are produced by applying the iterates A’“’ of a “univariate cdf 
iterand” 2 (cf. Definition 1 below) to an “initial cdf” G. The usual questions 
concerning convergence in law, questions of limit law type, domains of 
attraction and norming constants, may be asked for such sequences. This is 
done implicitly in Gnedenko [2] and Mejzler [S] for “extreme value 
iterations,” concerning sequences of extreme value cdf’s for geometrically 
growing sample sizes. It is done explicitly in Thomas [S] for certain 
“maximin iterations” concerning sequences of the cdf’s of the values of 
certain stylized stochastic games of perfect information with increasing 
numbers of stages. 
In this paper we study bivariate cdf iterands (see Definition 2) and. in 
particular, asymptotic independence under bivariate cdf iteration. Thus 
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consider FE p(G, H), the class of bivariate cdf’s with marginals G and H. 
Also consider the bivariate cdf iterand y with marginal iterands yx and y y. 
Assuming that the marginal cdf iterations P;:‘(G) and T’,?‘(H) properly 
stabilized converge weakly to ?? and X, respectively (in short, G E P(‘;e) 
and HE 2(X)), under which conditions does PI(F) properly stabilized 
converge weakly to C?8.X~ (i.e.. FEP(%‘.F))? 
The present work is an extension of the results of Sastrosoewignjo [7] 
who studied the bivariate extensions of maximin and extreme value 
iterations. Though our problem has been formulated in a more general 
context, many of the underlying ideas were inspired by the work of 
Sastrosoewignjo. 
Two types of cdf iterands will be treated. Section 3 deals with bivariate 
iterands whose marginal iterands have no “interior” fixed points while 
Section 4 treats bivariate iterands whose marginal iterands have a unique 
interior fixed point. The main results, Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, provide 
necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic independence. 
Specializations to extreme value iteration and maximin iteration are also 
included. 
2. DEFINITIONS ANII PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let .d denote the space of univariate cdf’s, :# the space of bivariate cdf’s 
and /1(G, H) the space of bivariate cdf’s with marginals G and H. 
DEFINITION 1. A function j”: [0, I] --f [0, I] is said to be a (univariate) 
cdf iterand if the associated mapping /1 on .d defined by A(G)(X) = A(G(s)) 
is such that n(G) E .R/ for all G E .d. 
Note that we necessarily have 1 increasing and right continuous. Also 
i(O) = 0 and J.( 1) = 1 so that 0 and 1 are always fixed points. For I.“‘(:) = I 
and n’“‘(G) = G the iterates of 1” and A are well defined /i’“‘(G)(s) = 
A”‘)( G( x)) = l(i”’ “(G(X))), n 3 1. The maximum iterand I, = s’ (k 3 2, 
an integer) and the maximin iterand A,(X) = (1 - (1 - x)‘)’ are examples of 
univariate cdf iterands. Let /1, be the associated mapping of I,; then 
ii\“‘(G) represents the cdf of Y,, = maxjX,, X1, . . . . X,,) if (X,1 are i.i.d. 
with a common cdf G. Similarly ny’( G) represents the cdf of Z,, = max,, 
min,, max, ~, min,z,( V- }, where the family of r.v.‘s { V,,, ‘2, .., ,2,), 
i, = i or 2 and n = I, 2, . ..‘Lpe .i:i% with cdf G (see Thomas and David [9]). 
We shall use the small greek letters ;j, E., 4, . . . to denote cdf iterands and 
the corresponding capital greek letters r, /1, @, to denote their associated 
mappings. With abuse of terminology sometimes the associated mappings 
will also be called cdf iterands. 
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DEFINITION 2. We say that 1’: [0, 11’ + [0, 1) is a (bivariate) cdf 
iterand if the associated mapping r on 98 defined by T(F)(.y, .tx) = 
y(F(.u, ‘XI ), F( 8%. .I,). F(.u, JX)) is such that r(F) E 9 for all FE 3. 
Note that if FE~(G, H) then I‘(F)(s, sr-l)=y(G(.u), 1, G(r)) and 
I( F)( 1x1, ~9) = y( 1, H(y), Ho,)) are the marginal cdf’s of r(F). This led us 
to define the marginal iterands of 7 by 
Moreover, y,\- and 7 k are themselves cdf iterands and if I‘,Y and r,. are their 
associated mappings we have rv( G )(s) = I‘( F)( s, 4x ) and f ,.(H)( ~1) = 
I( F)( 1x1, ~9). We will call f Y and I’,. the marginal mappings of f. 
Although the iterates of ; in the usual sense are not defined we can 
derive a definition through the iterates of P as follows. Since T”‘(F) = 
f(T(F)), we have from the definition of r, r,., and rk that 
I““(F)(s, y) =;~(f‘,.(G)(s), r,.(H)(.t,), UF)(x. y)) 
=7(y,(G(.~)), y,(H(j,)), ;*(G(.Y), H(.v), F(.L .r!)). 
This motivates us to define ;,‘2’(.~, .I’. z) = ~(~,I.(.u). 7, (J,), 7(-r, J, z) ). Hence 
for ~$‘(x) = 9, ?I,‘.“( ~7) = J’, and ?‘(‘I)( s, .I’. z ) = I we can define for n 3 1, 
s”‘~‘(\.* ?‘, :) =y(jJ;’ ‘j(r), )I’;’ “(J,), i”” “(.I-, I‘, :)). (2.2) 
Clearly the relation Y(“)(F) = y’“‘(G, H, F) holds under definition (2.2). 
Examples of bivariate cdf iterands are .Y’J’~ (bivariate maximum iterand) 
and (1 -(I -.Y)‘-(1 -?‘)‘+(I -..\--r+r)z)l (bivariate maximin 
iterand). 
Our problem can now be reformulated. Let 7 be a bivariate cdf iterand 
with associated mapping II Assume that for some nondegenerate cdf’s %’ 
and .Y? we have ~,(G)EP(%) and I‘,.(H)E~(.~Y). That is, assume that 
there exist sequences of constants u,,, h,,, L’,,. and d,, with h,, > 0 and n,, > 0 
such that 
G,,(n)=f‘!:“(G)(u,,+h,,u)--;r, Y(u) (2.3) 
H,,( t: ) = I”;’ ‘( H )( c,, + d,, P ) )I .% ( L) ) (2.4) 
for u E $5 (9) and 11 E % (OX’), where ‘6 ( ) denotes the continuity set of the 
corresponding cdf. For FE ,L( G, H) find the conditions that guarantees the 
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asymptotic independence ~(F)E~(Y.X). That is, find the conditions that 
ensure 
F,,(u, ~)=f’“‘(F)(u,,+h,,u, c,+d,JI)T ‘-9(u).X’(c) (2.5 1 
for all (I*, 21) E %(9X). 
A natural hypothesis to be assumed is that f preserves the independence, 
that is, if F= GH then f(F) E 9(9,X). This, in turn, can be translated by 
the equivalent relations 
The remaining conditions will be stated in Sections 3 and 4 according to 
the existence or nonexistence of interior fixed points. As illustrated in 
Thomas [S] when a univariate cdf iterand /1 has an interior fixed point, say 
i(u) = (I, 0 <II < 1. Then a key point to the asymptotic analysis of n’“‘(G) 
is the behavior of j, near u. For this purpose we introduced the following 
notions (see also Ross [6] ). 
DEFINITION 3. Let g be a continuous and increasing function on [0, 11 
and N E (0, I). Then 
(a) g is said to be essentially connected at (I on [O, I] if g(.v) > .Y on 
(0, u) and g(.u) < .Y on (a, 1 ). 
(b) R is said to be essentially separated at u on [0, 11 if <Y(X) < s on 
(0, N) and g(.u) > s on (u, 1 ). 
The following proposition is trivial and its proof will be omitted 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Lot g: [O. 1 ] -+ [0, 11 hr ~1 c~~~tinuous urzd increusing 
,func.tiorl M.itlz UII unique interior ,fi.wd point a. Then eitlw 
(i) g is essentiullJ connected at u md g’“‘(s) -+,, (I (0 < x < I ) 01 
(ii) g i,s essentiull~ separuted at N und 
i 
0 if 0 < s < (1 
lim g’“‘(.~) = u if .Y = (I 
I,--’ I 
1  if‘ fl < :i < I. 
Remurk 2.1. Suppose that g satisfies the above conditions and for some 
convergent sequence x,, we have g(“‘(~,~) +Iwith.i-#aandO<.<<:l.Then 
either g is essentially connected at u and x,, +,, 1 (or 0) or x is essentially 
separated at a and x,, +,, a. 
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For given cdf L let L(.\- )=limjI,, L(s-c) and L(.~)=lirn,.~,, L(s+c). 
We shall use the notation .Y”” =.Y and .Y”‘= .Y so that 
L(.r”‘) = lim L(s + ( - 1 )‘+ ’ E) for i=O, I. 
/ 10 
i.““(G(s<, + h,,u)) )I :4’(u). LlE%(!4). 
(a) L is cssefitiul~~~ .wpurutcd at N. 
(b) i.““(G(.\-“I)) + ti ,, 3(0”‘) arzd me of’ the jbllmt~ing situutions occur: 
(bl) G(s,, )=~<G(.Y,,) und (0 )=u<%(O)= 1. 
(b2) G(.r, )=u=G(.Y,,) and (0 )=cr=Q(O). 
(b3) G(r,, )<cr=G(s,,) md (0 )=O<%(O)=cr. 
Proqf: (a) Since 0 < 9( I(,,) < I and !q( zr,,) # II there exists II E % (‘9). say 
u>O. such that tr<%(~)< 1. Sinceh,,JO we havea<G(s,,+h,,u)< 1. Now 
i.““(G(s,, + h,,zr)) +!, 11 so that i is essentially separated at (I by 
Proposition 7. I. 
(b) Since the proofs are similar we will prove the case 
L’“‘(G(.\-, )I --t,! Y(0 ). Let 1~~ 7 0, 11~ E X(!$), and G,,(u,) = 
i.““(G(s,, + h,,u,)). Since i.““(G(.\-,, )) = lim, G,,( lrr) and lim, lim,, G,,(u,) = 
Y(O ) enough to show that the iterated limits coincide. A sufl’icient con- 
dition for this is the existence of the double limit lim,.,, G,,(zc,). And this 
follows from the fact that %( 21~ ) 7 !q(O ) and C,,(LI~ ) +,> !g( zcr). (bl ) That 
!q(O ) = (I follows from the fact G(s, ) = u and jb( u) = LI. Now since 
G(.\-,,) > 11 and by (a) X is essentially separated, we have by Proposition 2.1, 
i-“I’( G( r,,) ) 7 1 = ‘c( 0). The situations (b2 ) and (b3 ) can be similarly proved. 
RwurIi 2.2. The converse of Proposition 2.2(a) is also true in the 
following sense: Let 9 such that there exists u,, E ‘6 (9) with ?Y( u,)) #u and 
0 < !4’( u,,) < 1. Let i be essentially separated at II and jU( G) E ‘/l(5). Then 
there exists !9* such that 4G)E Ir(!“*) and for some h,,LO we have 
i.‘“‘(G(.\-,, + h,,u)) +,, Y*(u), UE%(!~*). The proof can be done using the 
same type of arguments as in Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.1.1 (from 
de Haan [3]). 
Further terminology to be used are the lower and upper Frkchet bounds. 
Given FE(G.H) let (G+H-l)‘=maxjO,G+H-11 and GAH= 
min [G. Hi. Similarly we will use the notation (.x + J’ ~ 1 )’ and s A y for 
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0 6 s, ~61. It is easy to verify that (T,-(C)ST,(H)-l)+< 
f((G+H- I)+) and r.v(G) A r,.(H) 3 f( G A H). Moreover, since 
jl(x, J’, z I ) d y(s, .I’. ;I) if and only if z, d z7 we have for R E p(G, H) and 
A’s EMC, HI, 
I-(R)<T(S)oR<S. (2.7) 
3. ITERANDS WITH NO INTERIOR FIXED POINT 
OF TYPE l/(.x, J’, z) = 5 
In this section we study iterands of type zz, where x > 0 is a constant. If 
SI < 1 then the limiting distributions are of the degenerate type and T(F) E 
9(9X ) for all FE~(??, X). If 2 = 1 we reduce the problem to the simple 
case % = G. .Y?’ = H, and I‘(F) E C@(YX) if and only if F= GH. So we 
restrict to the case CI > 1. It is easy to verify that the marginal iterands 
;‘,\ (.Y) = s’ and 7 J ~9) = J!’ have no interior fixed points. Moreover, 
and 
;‘(.c .I’. .Y A y)=y,,(.y) * y,(.,!), (3.2) 
If T.Y(G)~I;r(9) and ~,(H)EP(X) then we have (2.3) and (2.4). The 
theorems and the corollary that follow give conditions for r(F) E 9(9X) 
(see proofs at the end). For an univariate cdf G let G= 1 -G and for a 
bivariate cdf FE p( G, H) let F= 1 - G - H + F. Let 
and 
g,,(u) = G(u,, + h,,u), h,,( 1’) = H( c,, + d,, 1’) (3.3) 
.f;,(u, 1’) = F(a,, + h,,zr, c,, + d,,r). 
Then if !9’(u) > 0 and H(U) > 0 we can replace (2.3) and (2.4) by 
a’g,,(u) )I -log Y(u) and d’ri,,(V)~ -log.%(P). (3.4) 
Moreover, we have g,,(u) +,, 1 and /Z,,(C) -+,, 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. If f,y(G) E 9(Y) und f,,(H) E 9(A‘ ) thr conditions (a), 
(b), arld (c) are equivalent and ure tzecessary atzd .mfficietlt c.ot~((itions jbr 
I-(F)EP((‘~N). 
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(3.6) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ry( G) E a( 9) md r,.(H) E 9( 2’). Ij:fbr each (w ~1) E 
% (3) x %‘(sV ) there rsists no( u, r) such thut ,#br n > no( II, u), 
.r;,c LL 1: 1 6 g,,(u) h,,l 1’ 1 (3.8) 
then f’(F) E 9( YA‘ ). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let R E~(G, H). Ssp(G, H) Judith S6 R, uncf F= 
[jR+(l -P)S. uhere 0 6 /I < 1. .4.rsunre tlzuf f ,J G) E (I(Y) uncl 
ITy(H)~ 9(.X ) then I’(F)E li(Y2) if’utd ml), ij’IJR)e ‘i(!9.W ). 
RemA 3.1. (a) If z 3 2 is an integer then f”“(F) represents the cdf 
of (max [ x’, . kV,, . . . . .Y, I, max [ I’, . . . . . Y, I ), where i (k,, Y,) I is a sequence 
of i.i.d. random vector with a common cdf F. Although our results deal 
with maxima of geometrically growing sample sizes it is worth pointing out 
that geometric subsequences are (weak )-convergence determining for 
sample extremes (see Dorea [ 11). 
(b) If the marginals G and H have finite endpoints, that is, 
I,, = sup [ .v: G(X) < 1 ) < Y1 and j’,) = sup i j’: H( J’) < 1 / < ‘/_ 
then we can replace the conditions of Theorem 3.2 by: there exists a 
neighborhood r/(-v,,, .tyO) such that F(s. y) <G(s) Ho,) for (s, J,) E ~(r,,, J.(,) 
( .Y < x0, .I’ < .1’,, ;
(c) By (3.1) we have T(GH)E 9(!9S ) and by (3.2) we have 
f-( G A H) E V(i4’ A .K). 
We now apply the above results to several families of cdf’s from p( G, H). 
All the examples listed below are from Marshall and Olkin [4]. 
EXAMPLES 3.1. (a) Let LE~(G, H) and O<,I< 1. If F=i(G A H)+ 
(1 -i,) L then f(F)$Y(Y.X‘) by Remark 3.1(c) and Corollary 3.1. If G= 
E.GH + ( 1 - i.) L and L < GH then by (3.5) we have T(F) E 9(Y.# ). 
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(b) Let IflI<l. If F=GH(l+flGH) then f(F)~9(9X) by (3.6). 
Note that If,, -gJ,/ = I,0 g,,h, g,,h,, and r”g,,h,, +,, 0. Similarly if F= 
GHi( 1 - /IGR) then 1 f, - g,h,,l = Ipj .f,, ,@,,I?, and I’(F) E 22(%.X) by (3.6). 
(c) Let F= GH/(G+ H-GH) (a generalization of the bivariate 
logistic distribution) then F-GH=GHGH/(G+H-GH) and 
T(F)E~‘(~,X) by (3.6). (3.7) and Remark 3.1(c). Let F=GH/l -GH (a -- 
generalization of the bivariate exponential distribution) then F- GH = 
F- GH= GHGH/( 1 - GH) and T(F) E $?f(C!?.f). 
(d) Let O<B<cc’ and FF=O(G-F)(H-F). Since G-F< 1 -H. 
H ~~ F ,< 1 - G, and x”&,, .f,, + ,, 0, we have r(F) E C/(%X) by (3.7). 
(e) Consider the following dependence setting. Let CT = L, L,, 
H= L,L,, and F(.r, ~1) = t,(s) L,(J,) is,(.u v J)), where .K v r’=max(.~, J,) -1 
and L -‘_l j = 1, 2, 3, are univariate cdf’s. Then 0 < F- GH = F- GH < -_ 
max(GL,L,, HL, L7) and I’(F)E~(%%‘) by (3.4) and (3.6). 
Rrnmk 3.2. From the above examples one can also conclude that the 
following cdf’s: .P < !g.# (3 # !z?.Yf ). .B =!$:% (1 + p3sy ), .B = -- 
:4.X/l -[?%‘?q /3 f;O. IpI 6 1, etc., cannot be limiting distribution for 
r”“(F). 
Proof (?f’ Theorem 3.1. We will prove that (b) o I’(F) E P( (9-g ), (a) o 
~‘(F)E~‘(%.Y?‘), and (b)-(c). Let (u, P)E%(%)x%(.w) with Y(u)>0 and 
J?(2:)>0. 
(i) Using the notation (2.5) we have F,,(u, L’) = (,f;,(u, 11))~~ so that 
l-(F) E LY(i9.X’) if and only if z”( 1 -,I;,) +,? -log Y?.X. Now 
r”(1 --&A,,) ‘,# -log 9X, since 1-( GH) E 2’( 9,e,# ). The identity 
.f;, - ,?,,I?,, = 1 - g,!h,, - 1 +I;, completes the proof. 
(ii) If f(F)~22(/%.;Y) then we have F< F. Assume that 
~(S)E.P(?J-X). Let S,,(zd. L))= T’“‘(S)(a,+ h,,u, c,, +&r). Then by (2.7) 
G,,(u) + H,(a) - 1 6 F,( u, 1:) < S,,(u, u). Hence it is enough to show that 
f-(G+N- 1)~9(9.8). Now a”( 1 - ( g, + II, - 1 )) = Pg,, + ,‘,I& + ,, 
-log 9 - log X. by (3.4). 
(iii) To see that (b) o (c) we have the following identity: ./;,.f,, = 
./;,(J;, -g,,/z,,) +.f, <?,I;,,. And the result follows observing that a”<c,,h,, --+,! 0, 
g, + h,, - 1 <.f,, and .f,, + ,, 1, since g, -+,! 1 and h,, +,1 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Its proof can be done in a way similar to step (ii) 
of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proqf’ qf Corollq~ 3.1. Let f(F)~9(3X). Since S<F by 
Theorem 3.1(a), we have T(S) E 9(9,X). Moreover, using the notation 
(3.3), we have 
c?( 1 -.f,) = fla”( 1 - r,,) + ( 1 - /I) x”( 1 - .rn). 
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Hence we must have Go’( 1 -r,,) + -log 9.X so that ~‘(R)E%(~,Y?). 
Assume now that I’(R)~,%(ie.y) and T(S)E~(??%); then the above 
relation implies that f(F) E a( 9X)). 
4. ITERANDS WITH UNIQUE INTERIOR FIXED POINT 
Unless otherwise stated we will assume that G, H. 97, 2, and 7 satisfy: 
C’otditiotz 4.1. (a ) 7 is a continuous and strictly increasing cdf iterand. 
(b) Y(.v, J’, .xJ,) = ~.~(s) ;,>(.r). 
(c) ;‘.t and ;’ ). have a unique interior fixed point u and c’, respectively. 
(d) UC is the unique interior fixed point of ~(u, C, ) on [(u + L’- 1 ) ’ . 
u A c]. 
(e) There exist ug and ug such that %(I+) # u, X (L’~,) # c and 
O<i~(ll,), X(c,,)< 1. 
(f) For some h,, 10, rl,, JO we have 
G,,(u) = f;!‘(G(.u,, + h,!u)) )i U(u), ZlE%(!4’) 
(4.1 I 
where .u,,=inf{s:G(.x)>ti) and yC =infjJy: H(y)>c.). 
Note that (b) simply requires that 1’ preserves the independence and (e) 
simply requires that neigher 69 nor X are of the trivial type L(s) = 0 for 
I < .I-(), L(s) = constant for sg < I < .r, , and L(x) = 1 for .u>.x,. From 
Proposition 2.2 it follows that (f) implies that 7.v and y t are essentially 
separated at LI and C, respectively. From Remark 2.2 we can replace (f) by 
TJG) E 9’(Y), I‘Y( H) E 2(-K) and ;‘,\ and 7 k are essentially separated at (I 
and C, respectively. 
Since ; is continuous and increasing the left-hand and the right-hand 
partial derivatives (6 ~/C:z)(s, ~1, z) and ((7 ‘;./J:)(.x, J‘. :) exist for any 
interior points (s, ~1, I), Let 
(4.2) 
If ;)(a, c, ) is essentially connected then we have Ki. d 1. Otherwise, 
K,. >, 1, since ~(u, c, ) would be essentially separated. The propositions 
below provide some properties of ; and motivate the hypothesis of our 
theorems. The proofs will be postponed to the end of this section. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let ix,,) und ( y,,} he cowergent sequences such thut 
;Jp’(.Y,I) -+ ,I .Y and y’;l’( J),,) + ,, J’, nAere 0 < s, 1’ < I. Then 
lp’(.u,,, y,,, :,1) - .Y.v/ y+ 0 (4.3) 
if’ either (a ) or (b ) occurs. 
(a) y(a, c, ) is essentially connected at ac, Ki # I, md z,, +,! :, nhere 
z=uc or :#?(a, c,:) and (a+c- l)+ <z<u A c. 
(b) y(u, c, .) is essentiall~~ separated ut uc, K;. < x. und 
I:,, ~ .Y,z )‘,,I ’ ” A,l 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If’ ME 9(%?2 ) then 
P’(F)(.uj:‘, .L(“, )I !!?(O”‘) .Yf (0”‘) (4.4) 
for i = 0 or 1 and ,j = 0 or 1. 
Where we define F(.Y”‘. ~3”‘) = lim, l,,.nl,, F(s + ( - 1 )’ + IF;. J’ + 
f-1) ‘+‘d). Let 
L,,= jL: L(O)= I ) and L,={L:L(O)<lj. 
THEOREM 4.1. [f‘;’ is essmtiall~~ corznected at uc tr’ith Ki. # 1. 9 E L,, and 
.# E L, then r(F) E 9+(9X ) if and only if’ F(s!:‘, J,! ‘)) = uc or F(sj,“, jam.“) # 
y( 11, (‘, F( .I-;,“. y,’ ” ) ). 
Rermrk 4. I. (a) If z # uc and z=l’(u, c.:) then on 
[(a+c- l)+, N A ~1 we have either z = (u + L’ - 1 ) + or z = N A c, since uc 
is the unique interior fixed point on the interval. 
(b) If ;’ is the bivariate maximin iterand ;,(.I-, J, z) = ( I - (1 - .I+\-)’ - 
(1 -J.)’ + (1 -S-J’ + z)l)l then it is easy to verify that Con- 
dition 4.1 (a)-(d) is satisfied with u = c = I = (3 - ,,/?)/3. Moreover, ;j I, I, ) 
is essentially connected at I’, y( I, I, I) = I, ~(1, I, (2/- 1 ) + ) # (2/- 1) +, and 
K,.=(i;i,:‘7’)(I,l,11)=4f~< I. 
We have the following corollary. 
COROL.LARY 4.1. !f‘ ; is the hivariate masin& iterurld, FE p( G, H ). 
3 E L,, .X E L,, und Condition 4. I(f) are satisfied. Then r(F) E 9(%.X) [/ 
and only if‘ F( xi’), JIM’)) < 1. 
To see that Condition 4.1(e) is satisfied we refer to Thomas [S], where 
all the possible limiting distributions of the maximin iterand (1 - ( I ~ u)‘)’ 
are presented. An immediate applications of Proposition 4.1 (b) gives 
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Proof of Propositiotl 4.1. First note that, since Y,~ and ;’ Y are continuous 
and strictly increasing. ;I’, ‘) and ~0 ‘I are well defined and continuous. We 
will show that for some li,, we have 
To see that (4.5) implies (4.3). for tz 3 1, let u,,(,i)=,,,;!‘(.r,,), r,,(,j) = 
Y’,!‘(.v,!), .J,,(.i) = u,,(.i) L’,,(j), I’,J.i) = 1”“(.\.,,, .I’,,, =ir)r cd i) = jJ;‘(.t-). q)(j) = 
;t’,!‘( J), and .r,,(,j) = uo(,j) r:,,(j). 
We have u,,(tz-k,,)+,;u,,( -k,,) and v,,(tz-ko)+,luo( --I?,,). since ;‘I\ I’ 
and ;I’, ‘) are continuous and u,,(tl) -+ .Y = ~~~(0) and u,,(n) --* J‘ = t:,,(O). It 
follows from (2.2) and Condition 4.1 (b) that for tz > k,, we have r,,(n) = 
~~~‘/‘“‘(c~,,(t7--x.o), ~,,(n-k,), T,,(II-~~,)) and Q~“‘~‘(u,,( - k,,). I’,,( --kc,), 
.i,,( -h-c,)) = i”;“‘(uc,( -A,)) -y’;l,‘( v(,( -~ k,,)) = .Y.v. He&e y,,( tz ) + ,, .I-J~ by (4.5 ) 
and the fact that 7) and y, are continuous. Note that under our setting 
there is no need to define 1 I(\-, ~3. z). The proof of (4.5) will be carried out 
in several steps. 
Step la. If (a) is satisfied then K;. < 1 so that for IV, and IV? are near UC’, 
we have 
\jl((l, l’, w,) -jqLI, (‘, w,)l < /IV, - It.?/ 
Since 7 is continuous, this implies that there exists a neighborhood q(u) of 
(u, (‘. trc’) such that for (u, I’. ~$1,) E t!(a) we have 
Step lb. If (b) is satisfied then there exist K such that K., < K< xj and 
a neighborhood v(h) of (a, (‘, 0~) such that 
I’r’(u, I!, IV,)-y(u, L’, w2)l <K/H’, - w21 (4.7) 
for (u, u, M.,) E v(h). 
Step 2. Let I: such that O<c<K ’ and such that if max{lu-aI, 
/I:--uI, I~~---acl) <i: then (u, Y, \~)~q(~)nq(h)=q. 
Step 3. F‘rom Proposition 2.2 we have yx- and y) essentially separated 
so that lu,(j)-rri 4 iu,,(j+ l)-ul and Iu,,(.j)-c.1 < lt:,(,j+ I)-cl. Now we 
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have uO( -k) -+k a by Proposition 2.1. since ,x -I( ” is essentially connected at 
u. Hence there exists h-,, and n,, > li,, such that for II > lzil and 0 < 1~2 <II, 
max{lu,,(m-~li,)-ul, ~u,,(I~z-~~)-c 1 <~/‘8. (4.8) 
Step 4. If (a) holds then by Proposition 2.1, lj’l“(a, C, :) +k CIC. Let li, 
such that 
lpl’(u, 1’. : ) - UC1 < E/8. (4.9 1 
Step 5a. If (a) holds and .Y = II. clearly x,, +,! ~1. If .Y # u then by 
Remark 2.1, s,, + CI. Similarly, we have j’,, + C. Since z,, + r, we have 
r,,(k,) +,i pyn, I’, I ). From (4.9), there exists II, such that 
/ r,,( k , ) - mcl < c/4, n > 11,. (4.10) 
Let tz7 = max(n,, n,, h-,,+A, + 1). From Step 2 and (4.8) it follows that 
(~l,,(li, )> o,,(h-,), s,,(~,))Ev for n>n,. From (4.8), (4.10), and Step 2, we 
have (u,,(k,), r,,(li, ), r,,(li, ))EV for rl>n,. Now (4.6). (4.8), and (4.10) 
imply that 
Ir,,(li, + 1 ) -.s,,(k, + 1 )I d lr,,(k,)-.s,,(k,)I < SQ 
Using (4.8) again, we have (u,,(li, + l), cl,JX-,+ I), .s,,(X-,+ l))~rl and 
(&(x-, + 1 L Ll,,(k, + 11, r,,(k, + 1)) E ‘1. Applying the same reasoning 
II - (k,, + k, ) times, we have for n > n2, 
Ir,,(n - li,,) -- s,,(n - k,,)l < E. 
Now (4.5) follows by observing that .s,(n -k,,) --f,, .T(,( ---k,,) 
Step 5b. If (b) holds then we have x,, + (I, y,, + C, .Y,, J,, + UC, and 
zrl -+ ac. Let n, such that for n >n, we have IX,, --al <c/2, I!,, - c/ <c/2, 
lx,, J’,, - UC1 <E/2. Izn -Lx- <e/2, and Izn -s,, ~,,1 ‘,“’ < ~/2. Take n2 = 
max(n,, n,) and n>n,. By Step 2, (x,,, >I,,, J,,)EI/ and (x,, ynr .v,J’,,)E~. 
Applying (4.7). we have 
Ir,,(1)~.s,(1)I~K/-,,-s,,~,/~(~/2)n ‘. (4.11) 
Now using (4.8) and (4.11), we have (u,( 1 ), u,( 1 ), s,( 1)) E v] and (u,l 1). 
t),( 1 ), r,,( 1)) E q. Repeating this procedure (tz -k,) times, we have 
Ir,,(n--k,,)-s,,(n-k,,)I <K” ““(e/2)“<c/2. 
And (4.5) follows. 
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Proof of‘ Proposition 4.2. Let uk JO and rk JO with ( rk, sk) E % (3) x 
‘6(X), wherer,=(~l)“‘u, ands,=(~l)/+‘u,. Let 
F,,( II, 1:) = f’“‘(F)(.u,, + h,,u. J’, + d,,o). (4.12) 
We have F,,(r, , .sA ) +k F,,(O”‘, 0”‘) and F,,(rk, sA) +,, Y(rh) ,X(.sk), since 
f(F)~i/(9).%‘). Also 9(rk) 3y)(sk) +x !9(0”‘) .H(O”‘). Hence it s&ices to 
show that the double limit lim,,., F,,( rL, .sh) exists. Now this follows if given 
c:>O there exists M(c) such that for II. I, k 3 M(c), we have 
lF,,(r,, s,) - F,,(r,. .sk)l <I:. (4.13) 
Now (4.13) follows from Proposition 2.2(b) and the relation 
lF(s,, I‘, )-FLY, y)I d ItI( H(~t)l + IG(s,)-G(r)l. 
Proqf’qf Throrern 4.1. Since the proof will be essentially the same for all 
four cases we will do it for i = 0 and j= I. Notations (4.1 ) and (4.12) will 
be used and for (u, n) E %(9X) let 
A-,?( zi ) = G( s,, + h,, u L J,,(1.)=H(.v, +cl,,L’) 
z,J u, I’ ) = F( .I-<, + h,, u, j’, + ~1,~ I: ). I = FLY,, , .I’, ) 
and I = F(s, , .I‘~ ). 
(a) The “only if” part. Let ZJ F) E S(‘9X~) we will show that if : #UC 
and ~(a, C, z) =: for some (a + c - I ) + <I < u A c then f’“‘(F)(.u, , J’, ) = z. 
a contradiction, since by Proposition 4.2, f’“‘(F)(X<, . .I’< ) +,, 
!g(O ) .Y? (0) = UC. Now if z = F(a, , ~9~ ) = ~(u, C, :) then ~“‘)(F)(x, , I*, ) = 
;qy’;‘~ “(G(.Y<, )), 7’;’ “(H(y,)), ;“” “(G(s, ), H(.v,.), F(.r,, y,)))= 
F(-y<, , J‘, ), since by Proposition 2.2(b), iG(0 ) = a, .X (0) = c and G(.u, ) = u 
and H( J,.) = C, by hypothesis. 
(b) The “if” part. If 9(u) = 0 or 1 or X(r) = 0 or I then the con- 
clusion follows from the inequality 
G,,(u)+H,,(r>)- 1 <F,,(u, u)<G,(u) A H,,(o). 
Hence we may assume 0 < <g(u), ,# (1:) < 1, and II < 0, since !!?’ E .&. By 
Proposition 2.2, there are two subcases: 
(bf ) .K(O ) = n’(O) = c then z,(u, V) + I or ,I depending whether 
I’ > 0 or u < 0. But I = I using Proposition 2.2 and noting that H(y, ) = 
H( .I’, ). Finally Proposition 4. I (a) completes the proof. 
(b2) O=.~(O~~)<.W(O)=c then we have z,,(r/,r)+; and the 
proof is similar. 
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